GLBL ST 160
International Conflict Resolution in the 21st Century

Introduction to the theory and practice of international conflict resolution.

- Learn about peace-building and the intricacies of post-conflict economic, environmental, and community reconciliation and development.
- Explore the role of international institutions in conflict, from UN agencies to the work of NGOs, such as the International Organization of Migration, Oxfam, and International Red Cross.
- Understand the role of media and mass communications in conflict; and discuss the growing role and use of celebrity diplomats in international conflict, from Darfur to Syria.

Instructor: LIEBEN, A.K.
Dates: June 22-July 31, 2015
Course ID#: 022660110
Schedule: MW 10:00A-12:05P

Learn more at http://www.summer.ucla.edu/academiccourses